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BEAR CREEK FELTING

I'm Teresa Perleberg, the founder of
Bear Creek Felting, and I'm truly
passionate about the art of needle
felting.

What sets my kits apart is not only
the quality of our wool that comes
from my sheep I personally care for on
our family farm in North Dakota, but
also the detailed instructions that
come with each one. 

I’ve poured my heart into making my
kits frustration-free, ensuring that
crafters of all levels can enjoy a
seamless felting experience

I'm honored to collaborate with you in
bringing our premium products to
your store, and I can't wait to see the
joy they bring to your customers.

I'M TERESA
hello!
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DAKOTA FIBER MILL
S H E P H E R D  I N D U S T R I E S  L L C

Hello, I'm Chris Armbrust, the founder
of Dakota Fiber Mill. 

For over a decade, I've meticulously
processed the wool sourced from
Teresa's sheep for her needle felting
kits. In 2020, we established a
partnership known as Shepherd
Industries, pooling our expertise to
create a rare and distinctive vertical
wool company, offering full
traceability from sheep to product.
I'm dedicated to processing the wool
for these kits using eco-friendly
methods, guaranteeing you a fully
sustainable project.

I'M CHRIS
hello!



DISCOVER THE
DIFFERENCE

At Bear Creek Felting, our commitment to quality
extends from our farm to your fingertips. For over
15 years, we've dedicated ourselves to perfecting
the felting qualities of our wool by meticulously
crossbreeding different sheep breeds to create the
ideal felting wool. Our sheep are raised with care
on our farm in Fort Ransom, North Dakota, where
we prioritize sustainable farming practices and the
well-being of our animals.

We believe that the key to superior felting results
lies in the quality of our wool. That's why we've
worked tirelessly to improve the felting qualities of
our wool through selective breeding and careful
husbandry practices. By crossing different breeds,
we've developed a wool that felts easily, holds its
shape beautifully, and delivers professional-quality
results with every project.

But our commitment to quality doesn't end with our
wool. We also prioritize sustainability in our
processing methods. Our wool is processed using
eco-friendly products and methods, ensuring that
our environmental footprint remains minimal. From
washing and carding to dyeing and packaging,
every step of our production process is conducted
with the utmost care for the planet.

When you choose Bear Creek Felting, you're not
just getting premium-quality wool – you're
supporting sustainable farming practices, ethical
animal husbandry, and eco-friendly production
methods. Join us in our mission to craft responsibly
and create beautiful, lasting works of art with Bear
Creek Felting.

S H E P H E R D  I N D U S T R I E S

F I B E R  M I L L
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A Bear Creek Felting Kit is made fully within the state of North Dakota. This is actually
quite a feat in today’s textile environment, where few businesses take ownership from
raw wool to retail.

Bear Creek’s pipeline begins on the artist and kit designer’s farm. The wool  goes to 
be washed, carded and dyed 18 miles from the farm at our fiber mill in Nome. 

The team at Shepherd Industries then assembles the kits and ships them directly from
the mill in Nome. 

Because of this, Bear Creek can offer an unsurpassable level of transparency: the wool
can be tracked back to the sheep who grew it. 

This traceability is incredibly important: most brands cannot offer this level of detail.
But if you care about where your wool comes from, how it was processed and under
what conditions, you’ll want to choose to purchase from businesses that can offer
traceability.

VERTICAL WOOL COMPANY



BEST SELLERS
B e a r  C r e e k  N e e d l e  F e l t i n g  K i t s

Sheep needle Felting Kit
$19.00 |  MSRP - $38.00

Our #1 best selling kit of all time, easy to complete
with great results for all skill levels and ages.

Bunny Kit
$14.50 |  MSRP - $28.95

Popular advanced beginner,
bestselling kit among all ages.

Snowman Kit
$16.00 |  MSRP - $32.00

Our easiest kit, with quick results that
has been a top selling kit every year.

Our needle felting kits include all
the supplies needed to complete
the project, along with
comprehensive instructions for a
seamless crafting experience.
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Sheep Kit
$19.00 | MSRP - $38.00

#1 best selling beginner kit!

Snowman Kit
$16.00 |  MSRP - $32.00

Our easiest best selling beginner kit!
Popular among all ages and skill levels.

Black Sheep Kit
$19.00 |  MSRP - $38.00

Everyone loves the black/gray sheep
kit. Easy beginner kit!

Bear Kit
$14.75 |  MSRP - $29.50

My first kit design that has stood the
test of time. Great advanced beginner

kit with great results.

White Chicken Kit
$13.75 |  MSRP - $27.50

Perfect easy beginner kit, everyone
loves the chicken kits.

Pumpkin Kit
$11.00 |  MSRP - $22.00

Our best selling kit in the fall. Easy
beginner kit!
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Paint Horse Kit
$16.75 |  MSRP - $33.50

A fun beginner kit for all the horse
lovers out there!

palomino horse kit
$16.75 |  MSRP - $33.50

Another variation of the beginner
horse kit. Everyone has their favorite

horse color. 

Turkey Kit
$17.50|  MSRP - $35.00

A fun and popular advanced beginner
kit for fall.

Llama Kit
$15.25|  MSRP - $30.50

An advanced beginner kit that is
perfect for fiber animal lovers.

Duckling Kit
$13.50|  MSRP - $27.00

The duckling is an advanced beginner
kit popular among all ages and skill

levels, especially in the spring.

Whale Kit
$13.40 |  MSRP - $26.80

A fun advanced beginner kit that
everyone loves!
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MeadowLark Kit
$17.00 |  MSRP - $34.00

Our 2D beginner kit that is easy and
popular for those that don’t feel ready

for 3D kits. 

Dragon Kit
$13.00 |  MSRP - $26.00

A fun kit for all ages that leaves room
for the imagination to personalize!

Gnome Kit (makes 3)
$21.75 |  MSRP - $43.50

This kit makes three easy beginner
gnomes.

Hipp0 Kit
$13.00 |  MSRP - $26.00

An advanced kit that offers a unique
and engaging addition to your

inventory.

Brown Chicken Kit
$13.75 |  MSRP - $27.50

A fun country themed beginner kit!

Penguin Kit
$12.50 |  MSRP - $25.00

An easy beginner kit that is popular
among kids and adults alike.

Our needle felting kits include all
the supplies needed to complete
the project, along with
comprehensive instructions for a
seamless crafting experience.



Gnome Ornaments kit
$19.00 |  MSRP - $38.00

A super easy beginner kit that makes
three gnome ornaments.

Bison Kit
$20.00 |  MSRP - $40.00

The Bison is popular among crafters
ready to learn more skills in needle

felting. 

Polar Bear Kit
$18.00 |  MSRP - $36.00

A fun advanced beginner kit that offers
the challenge and learning for those

ready to advance their skills are
looking for.

WHOLESALE

Packaging
Our packaging reflects our commitment to
sustainability, with each needle felting kit
presented in eco-friendly cardboard boxes. Inside,
you'll find meticulously crafted instructions,
printed in-house, ensuring clarity and quality with
every purchase.

Our needle felting kits include all
the supplies needed to complete
the project, along with
comprehensive instructions for a
seamless crafting experience.



FROM OUR WHOLESALE
CUSTOMERS

- Camille Palmerl
Greycliff Wool Works

- Kristie
There’s No Place Like Home

- Brenda Kaiser
The Copper Mug LLC

Very well put together!

These are SO much fun!! I absolutely love
having them in my store!!

Excellent products and customer service. You
won’t be disappointed!!!!
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FROM OUR RETAIL
CUSTOMERS

- Cheryl

- P. W. McCloskey

- Jeanie

A sweet baby dragon, and I learned how to do
a few things I hadn’t tried before. I thoroughly
enjoyed working with this kit and the wool is
beautiful, too. I improvised a little bee to be a

buddy for the dragon. ��÷❤

Hello, Teresa - My 3 granddaughters have
immensely enjoyed learning to felt with your

kits; they are stationed with the family in India
and I'm sending more wool.  In the past half
year, they have become very adept and are

even teaching other children. Thank you for
quality wool and kits.

The directions were very clear with color
pictures. I was able to make 2 bears with all

the supplies.
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TERMS
Thank you for your interest in Bear Creek Felting products. Please read the following Wholesale Terms and
Conditions carefully before placing an order. By submitting an order, you agree to comply with these terms.

Minimum Order Requirement for first order:
A minimum order of 25 kits is required. A minimum of 5 units of each kit must be included in your order.
Second Order: 20 Minimum, 3 units of each kit

Pricing Policy:
Products or goods purchased from Shepherd Industries, LLC shall only be sold at the manufacturer’s suggested
retail price (MSRP).

Online Sales:
If selling online, you must provide your website address where you plan to sell our products.
Acknowledgment for kit design and materials must be given to Bear Creek Felting and mentioned in the
product description.
You must use pictures provided or approved by Shepherd Industries, LLC when selling online.

Payment Terms:
Prepaid orders are accepted through Check, PayPal, or major credit cards.

Shipping:
We ship using USPS and UPS choosing the least expensive option available.
Shipping costs for 25 kits range from $25-30, depending on the destination.
Shipping turnaround time is 1-2 weeks.

Order Placement:
When placing an order, you are agreeing to these terms and conditions.
Wholesale prices are subject to change without notice.

Ordering Process:
To place an order, please email your order to teresa@bearcreekfelting.com.
We will email you an invoice  for payment.
By placing an order with Bear Creek Felting, you acknowledge and agree to abide by these Wholesale Terms
and Conditions. Shepherd Industries, LLC reserves the right to modify these terms without prior notice. Thank
you for your cooperation, and we look forward to doing business with you.

Sincerely,
Teresa Perleberg
Bear Creek Felting - Shepherd Industries, LLC
BearCreekFelting.com



Business Name

Contact

Email Phone Number

Street Address

City State Zip

Country

Tax ID or Resale Number

Type of Business (online store, brick-and-mortar shop, both)

Website

How long have you been in business?

Are there any specific customization requests or special orders?

WHOLESALE APPLICATION
B e a r  C r e e k  F e l t i n g / S h e p h e r d  I n d u s t r i e s  L L C
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Social Media @

Are you interested in receiving updates on new products or promotions?



ITEM #

BCFKIT0035
BCFKIT0033
BCFKIT0037
BCFKIT0045
BCFKIT0049
BCFKIT0043
BCFKIT0041
BCFKIT0039
BCFKIT0047
BCFKIT0110
BCFKIT0069
BCFKIT0068
BCFKIT0061G
BCFKIT0029
BCFKIT0054
BCFKIT0139
BCFKIT0140
BCFKIT0141
BCFKIT0113
BCFKIT060
BCFKIT0143
BCFKIT0031

PRICE

CLIENT NAME

DELIVER ORDER TO:

DATE        /          /

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

White Sheep Kit
Black Sheep Kit
Snowman Kit
Bunny Kit
Bear  Kit
Penguin Kit
Pumpkin Kit
Turkey Kit
Dragon  Kit
Gnome  Kit
Palomino Horse Kit
Paint Horse Kit
Llama Kit
Brown Chicken Kit
White Chicken Kit
Whale Kit
Bison Kit
Polar Bear Kit
Duckling Kit
Ornament Gnomes Kit
Meadowlark 2D Kit
Hippo Kit

SUBTOTAL

SHIPPING

BALANCE DUE

QTY TOTAL

WHOLESALE
B E A R  C R E E K  F E L T I N G  |  S H E P H E R D  I N D U S T R I E S  L L C

Paypal, Credit Card, Money Order or Business Check

CC#

EXP DATE                                                 CCV

PAYMENT OPTIONS

$19.00
$19.00
$17.00
$14.50
$15.75
$13.50
$11.25
$17.85
$15.75
$24.85
$16.75
$16.75
$15.45
$13.25
$13.25
$13.40
$19.50
$17.75
$15.50
$19.00
$18.25
$12.75



THANK YOU
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